Super Crew Kid Tom-Tom’s Word & Color Holiday Fun

Super Crew kid Tom-Tom made a puzzle for you. Can you guess these red fruits and vegetables? Circle the one you plan to eat once you’re done with the word game!

“Merry Christmas!”
- Abigail

“Did you know popcorn is a whole grain? It’s fun to string for holiday garland but it’s even tastier to eat!”
- Jessie

Across
3. I’m a red roasting veggie
5. I’m a crunchy fruit
6. I hold tiny crunchy seeds

Down
1. I’m a tart berry
2. I’m a red veggie for sauce or salad
4. I’m a warm drink from apples

What are your favorite ways to enjoy popcorn? Write them in below.
1. with parmesan cheese and olive oil
2. ______________________________
3. __________________________________

- Cinnamon
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